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The reason I write at all is because I'm tired of seeing working class stories told through a filtered
middle-class gauze. It's important for me to take down that gauze, remove the filter, and present
that world, as it is, in all it’s beautiful vibrancy and ugliness. There is an absence of working-class
stories being told by working-class people, and unfortunately, characters are commonly depicted
either as teen moms or addicts, if they are women, or gangsters if they are men.
'Rearing is Sparing' was initially inspired by the play Mary Stuart written by Fredrich Schiller. He
imagines a final showdown between Queen Elizabeth I and her doomed cousin Mary Stuart. I
was fascinated by the ferocious matriarchal energy and how he allows them to have their say
once and for all, so I reimagined this showdown in a modern, working class setting. It’s primarily
about Mothers. I remember growing up, my ma was a very quiet woman, but when it came to
protecting her children, all bets were off! I think that the act of giving birth and the connection between
a mother and her child is closest thing we have to magic in this world - without sounding too cheesy!
So, with 'Rearing is Sparing', these two characters have been through the wringer, really, due to
the actions of the other’s son. They meet each other in a café close to the central criminal court,
during a major trial, they see each other, and recognise that they have one chance and one
chance only to have it out. So they do.
The important thing for me, specifically when we look at the media, and we see phrases like
“blasted to death”, “gunned down”, “known to police” and “in cold blood” about working class
males, we forget that behind theses faceless children, are mothers that have raised them to the
best of their abilities, they have given them everything that is humanly possible, and then they
are left to deal with the aftermath. And no matter what someone’s son has done, however
inexcusable or unforgivable, we can never expect a mother to see their child through your eyes.
There are often awful assumptions made about parents in those situations, if they come from a
working class area. We hear “I blame the parents” and “what’s in the cat is in the kitten” and
that’s rarely the case. I named the play 'Rearing is Sparing', because of this.
'Rearing is Sparing' is an old inner city Dublin proverb that my Ma always says, basically it
means, if you are rearing a child of your own, be sparing with your judgement of other people’s
children. No one sends their children out to do a bad turn, and no one can know what their
child does when they leave the house. Without knowing, my Ma named the play.
So, its dedicated to her. THIS ONE’S FOR YOU, SUE!
I hope you enjoy!
Xoxo TKB
p.s. I’d like to express a heartfelt thanks to Niamh Ní Chonchubhair, Mark O’ Brien, The Arts Council,
Jason Byrne, Laura Honan, Denise McCormack, Karen Ardiff, Blú Hanley, Naomi Faughnan,
Dara Hoban, Derek Conaghy all the gorgeous staff of the Axis and the rest of our wonderful team.

"THIS PLAY IS DEDICATED TO MY MOTHER, SUSAN
KANE, WITHOUT REALISING, SHE HAS ACTUALLY
NAMED THIS PLAY. I AM WHO, WHAT AND WHERE I
AM TODAY BECAUSE OF MY MA"
- TKB
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KAREN ARDIFF
Karen was born in Dublin and graduated from the Samuel Beckett Centre in TCD.
Karen has recently appeared in streamed performances in the Abbey Theatre’s
'Abbey Calling' and 'Home: Part 1' as well as streaming of Fishambles production
of 'Inside The GPO' and David Horan, 'Normal'.
Karen appeared in Fishamble’s 'The Alternative' .
Karen appeared in the Oscar nominated 'Brooklyn', alongside Saoirse Ronan and
Domhnall Gleeson, directed by John Crowley as well as RTEs 'Acceptable Risk'
opposite Elaine Cassidy and Angeline Ball. Other Previous Film/TV includes 'Noble'
(nominated for several international awards and three IFTAs), 'A Terrible Beauty…'
(Tile Films) as well as 'Evelyn' with Pierce Brosnan.
Karen most recently appeared on stage in 'The Unmanageable Sisters' (The
Abbey) and 'Dublin will Show You How' at the Peacock Theatre, and The Complex
in Dublin. Other recent stage credits include: 'Rathmines Road' (Jim Culleton,
Dublin Theatre Festival), 'Normal' (Maisie Lee, WeGetHighonthisCollective),
'Angela’s Ashes' (Thom Sutherland, Bord Gáis Energy Theatre), 'Oedipus' (Wayne
Jordan, The Abbey Theatre), 'Peer Gynt' (Lynne Parker, Rough Magic – Irish Times
Best Supporting Actress nomination), 'Threepenny Opera' (Wayne Jordan, The
Gate Theatre) 'Steel Magnolias' with Mischa Barton (The Gaiety Theatre), and 'Love
in the Title' (Abbey/International tour – ESB/Irish Times Best Actress Award).
Work with other companies includes: 'The Colleen Bawn' (Bedrock – Irish Times
Best Supporting Actress nomination), 'The Stuff of Myth' (Crazy Dog Audio Theatre
& Lane Productions) and Helene Hannf in '84 Charing Cross Road' (Andrews Lane
Theatre – Irish Times Best Actress nomination for both).
Karen has also performed in numerous radio dramas including; 'Duet' (Newstalk),
'Tempting Faith' and 'Greed is Good' (BBC4).

DENISE MC CORMACK
Earlier this year saw Denise perform in 'Home: Part 1' (Abbey Theatre) which was
a direct response to the report on Mother and Baby Homes, focusing on the
testimonies of survivors.

Prior to that, theatre wise, she performed multiple roles in Tracey Martin’s play
'Dublin Will Show You How' (The Abbey’s Peacock & The Complex Arts Centre)
Screen acting wise in post-production are 'The Black Guelph' (Cluster Fox
Films) in which she plays Beatrice, 'Kin' (RTE Television’s new crime drama) in
which she plays Jenny Lawlor , and 'Let The Wrong One In' (Workshed’s
feature film) in which she plays Amanada,.
Her past screen credit include ‘Stacey’s Ma’ in Rachel Carey’s hit Irish comedy
feature 'Deadly Cut', The Mallorca Files' (BBC television drama), 'Eastenders'
(BBC soap drama), and all four seasons of the Irish television serial drama 'Red
Rock'

TKB - Writer
TKB is an award winning actor and writer from Dublin's North Inner City. He is
known for his heart-warming, heart-stopping and gleefully authentic tales of
Dublin city, including 'Say Nothin' to No One', 'Well That's What I Heard' and 'The
Fattest Dancer at St Bernadette's'.

One of the youngest nominees in the history of the award, he went on to win the
first ever Stewart Parker Development Bursary. His play 'Well That's What I Heard'
is currently being developed for the big screen with Maria Doyle Kennedy. TKB
has also been commissioned by companies such as ThisIsPopBaby, The Abbey
Theatre, Livin' Dred and Axis Ballymun. He is a seasoned stage performer and is
also known for TV and film roles on productions such as 'KIN' (2021), 'Deadly Cuts'
(2021), 'Dead Still' (2020), 'Darklands' (2020) and 'Stitches' (2012)
JASON BYRNE - Director
Jason Byrne is a theatre director, and is the Artistic Director of Loose Canon
for whom he has directed over 30 productions. He has also directed several
productions for The Abbey Theatre including 'A Month in the Country' by
Brian Friel (after Turgenev), 'Julius Caesar', 'Romeo and Juliet' and 'The
Comedy of Errors' by William Shakespeare and 'Walls & Windows' by
Rosaleen McDonagh. Jason has also done audio visual work for '42' and 'In
Vena Cava', dance works, written and choreographed by Ella Clarke, and
'Transmission' written by Caitríona Ní Mhurchú.
Jason directed for the Shaw Festival Theatre in Toronto a critically
acclaimed production of Tom Murphy’s adaptation of Anton Chekhov’s 'The
Cherry Orchard'. Also, 'Whistle in the Dark' by Tom Murphy, 'Festen' by David
Eldridge, and Die Probe by Lukas Barfuss, for the Company Theatre,
Toronto.
As Loose Canon Theatre Company’s artistic director, Jason has directed
'Phaedra’s Love' by Sarah Kane (which won an Irish Times award for Best
Production), 'The Maids' by Jean Genet, 'Julius Caesar', 'The Revenger’s
Tragedy', 'Measure for Measure', 'The Duchess of Malfi', 'The Spanish
Tragedy', 'Coriolanus' (for which he received a Ford Sunday Independent
Spirit of Life Award), 'The White Devil', 'Hamlet', 'In the Dark Air of a Closed
Room', 'Macbeth' (winner of Best Production Dublin Fringe 2001), 'Hedda
Gabler', 'Fragments of a Dead Performance' (nominated Sexiest Production
Dublin Fringe 2003), 'Medea' (a work in progress), 'h' (an original
performance based on Hamlet and 'The Orestia' (nominated for a Special
Judge’s Award Irish Times Theatre Awards 2005) and 'Waterfront
Wasteland Medea Material Landscape with Argonauts.' Recently, Jason
directed 'Phaedra’s Love' for Loose Canon Theatre Company at the Project
Arts Centre, Dublin.
Additional theatre credits include 'A Piece of Monologue', 'Not I', 'What
Where' by Samuel Beckett (Bedrock); 'Wall of Cloud' by Raymond Deane
(Opera Theatre Company); 'A Whistle in the Dark' by Tom Murphy
(Company Theatre, Toronto); 'Romeo and Juliet', Julius Caesar, Turgenev’s
A Month in the Country in a version by Brian Friel, Judas of the Gallarus by
Donal O’ Kelly, Living Quarters by Brian Friel, Treehouses by Elizabeth Kuti
and Observatory by Daragh Carville (Abbey Theatre). Jason was staff
director at the AbbeyTheatre from 1988 to 2000

Laura Honan -Dramaturg
Laura is the Associate Director of Breadline, having co-produced and dramaturged such world premieres with the
company as 'My First Holy Covid', 'Well That’s What I Heard' and the multi-award winning 'Say Nothin’ To No One', all
of which were written by TKB. Laura was the Creative Director of the renowned new writing venue, Theatre Upstairs
for almost a decade; during which time she collaborated on such world premieres as 'Leper + Chip' by Lee Coffey
(dramaturg and set design), 'Panned' by Caitríona Daly (set design), 'Electric' by Ali Hardiman (dramaturg), 'A Boy
Called Nedd' by Emily Gillmor Murphy (set design), 'Murder of Crows' by Lee Coffey (dramaturg and lighting design)
and 'Test Dummy' by Caitríona Daly (set design), amongst many others. Most recently, Laura worked as dramaturg on
the public development of Katie Honan’s debut play: 'How To Fall Flat On Your Face', which will premiere in 2022
Naomi Faughnan - Set Design
Naomi Faughnan is a multi-disciplinary designer, maker, stylist and tutor working in Theatre, Film, TV and Fashion. A
graduate from The LIR Academy at TCD with an MFA in Stage Design and a Degree in Fashion Design. She won the
BEST DESIGN award at Dublin Fringe ‘18 for her work on 'INFINITY'. Set & Costume Design Credits include: 'We Can’t
Have Monkeys in the House', (Abbey Theatre &The New Theatre), 'Trad' (Abbey Theatre), 'The Ridleys' (Abbey
Theatre, set only), 'So Where Do We Begin' (Smock Alley Theatre), 'INFINITY' (Vaults Festival London, First Fortnight
Europe, Dublin Fringe Festival), 'Wringer' (Bewleys Theatre), 'I Am A Bird Now' (Theatre Upstairs), 'Hero' (Theatre
Upstairs), 'Murder of Crows' (Theatre Upstairs, Garter Lane, Lyric Theatre Belfast), 'BREAKS' (Dublin Fringe Festival),
'Daughters of the Revolution' (Harbour Playhouse), 'The Bells Of..... (Theatre Upstairs), 'A Lesson In When to Quit'
(Theatre Upstairs), 'Trifles' (Granary Theatre)
Costume Design Credits include: 'Toilers' (Cork Midsummer Festival), 'East of Berlin' (Project Arts Centre),
'Pornography' (The Lir), 'Panned' (Theatre Upstairs), 'Electra' (The Lir), 'Midsummer' (The Lir). Design Assistant: 'The
Walworth Farce' (Olympia Theatre), 'The Invader' (Theatre Royal).

Dara Hoban - Lighting Designer
Dara is a Dublin based lighting designer and theatre maker. Dara is a graduate of Rough Magic Theatre Company’s
SEEDS programme and of Trinity College Dublin, with a degree in Drama and Film Studies.
As a designer and theatre maker Dara likes to work holistically. Collaborating with other artists throughout the
process to help shape the design narrative and visual language of a production.
Credits include; 'Masterclass' (Brokentalkers, Dublin Fringe), 'Windows 21' (Abbey Theatre), 'All Honey' (Project Arts
Centre) 'Tall Tail' (ALSA Productions, Cork Midsummer), 'Abair/Samaa' (Bealtaine Festival), 'Morph-Me' ( Chaos
Factory, Live Collision) 'Womb' (First Fortnight), 'Kiss Kiss Slap Slap' (Chaos Factory, Dublin Fringe), 'Susie and the
Story Shredder '(Bombinate Theatre, National Tour), 'Tryst' (Vault Festival, The Lyric Belfast, Project Arts Centre, Civic
Theatre, Dublin Fringe) 'Half Light' (Bombinate Theatre, National Tour) 'Mr Burns, A Post Electric Play '(Rough Magic
SEEDS, Project Arts Centre) 'Cora, Leah and I' (The New Theatre) 'Slice The Thief '(Smock Alley Theatre, Axis
Ballymun), 'God’s Ear' (Samuel Beckett Theatre).
Derek Conaghy - Sound Design
Derek studied sound in the Sound Training Centre in Temple Bar. Since then he has worked on many productions
including 'Riverdance', 'I Keano', 'Vinegar Tom' (Samuel Beckett Theatre), 'Love is a Sniper' (Project Arts Centre) and
various music events around Dublin. Derek has been working as a sound technician in the Abbey Theatre since 2008.
Works include 'Outsiders' (2010), 'Love In A Glass Jar/Ribbons' (2013), 'Shibboleth' (2015) 'The Ridleys' (2019). Works
outside of the Abbey include 'The Last Crusader' (2013) Theatre Upstairs, 'The Kings Feet' (2013) Fringe Festival,
'Petals' (2014) Theatre Upstairs, 'I am a Bird Now' (2017) Theatre Upstairs, 'Slice', 'Charlie' and 'Leper & Chip' (2020)
Axis.
Derek has also worked on radio documentaries as audio editor, 'Home Truths '(2014) for Portlaois Radio and 'Stepping
Stones' (2016) for St Patricks Mental Health Services.

Blú Hanley - Stage Manager
Blú Hanley completed her MFA in Stage Design 2019, at The Lir, Trinity College Dublin. Blú began working
professionally in theatre as a live surtitler, creating and operating English-language surtitles for Irish-language plays.
Blú usually works as a lighting designer, and in her free time organises circus festivals, but spent most of the last year
completing an MA in Translation Studies and working as an e-Conference Manager.
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helped us to bring this play to stage and screen, especially in challenging
circumstances, with little production muscle memory. Our thanks include
but are not limited to: Mark O' Brien, the board and staff of axis; especially
Dave for turning off the fire alarm, Aifric, Anita, Anna, Aoife, Clodagh,
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